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With the rapid growth of video resources, techniques for efficient organization of video clips are becoming
appealing in the multimedia domain. In this article, a sketch-based approach is proposed to intuitively
organize video clips by: (1) enhancing their narrations using sketch annotations and (2) structurizing the or-
ganization process by gesture-based free-form sketching on touch devices. There are two main contributions
of this work. The first is a sketch graph, a novel representation for the narrative structure of video clips to
facilitate content organization. The second is a method to perform context-aware sketch recommendation
scalable to large video collections, enabling common users to easily organize sketch annotations. A prototype
system integrating the proposed approach was evaluated on the basis of five different aspects concerning
its performance and usability. Two sketch searching experiments showed that the proposed context-aware
sketch recommendation outperforms, in terms of accuracy and scalability, two state-of-the-art sketch search-
ing methods. Moreover, a user study showed that the sketch graph is consistently preferred over traditional
representations such as keywords and keyframes. The second user study showed that the proposed approach
is applicable in those scenarios where the video annotator and organizer were the same person. The third
user study showed that, for video content organization, using sketch graph users took on average 1/3 less
time than using a mass-market tool Movie Maker and took on average 1/4 less time than using a state-of-the-
art sketch alternative. These results demonstrated that the proposed sketch graph approach is a promising
video organization tool.
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1. INTRODUCTION
State-of-the-art video capturing techniques make it easy to acquire a large set of video
clips in daily life. For companies or home users, a frequently encountered problem is
how to efficiently organize these video clips and reuse them later for some particular
tasks. Accordingly, there is an increasing demand for a new organization method for
video clips that is easy to use and has a natural interactionwith users. In order to design
and provide a nice organization tool for the user, the following two questions have to be
answered: (1) How do we represent the organization information in a structural form?
(2)Howdowemake sure that the structural formhas a good capacity for summarization
and visualization, not only for a single video clip but also for interrelations among
different video clips? To address these questions, two closely related works are video
summarization and multimedia authoring, which are summarized in the next section.
In state-of-the-art video processing software such as Adobe Premiere Pro and Mi-
crosoft Movie Maker, the user can browse a video clip along its timeline represented
by a sequence of keyframes. For organizing multiple video clips, the user needs to fre-
quently scroll the timelines right-and-left, as well as locate and operate on some frames
from different video clips, resulting in excessive operations on pressing buttons and
selecting in menus with mouse and keyboard input. As a comparison, sketching is more
natural and intuitive for interaction with touch devices. In this article, we present a
sketch-based approach for interactive organization of video clips. The novelty in the
presented approach includes two aspects.
—Intuitive video content organization utilizing efficient personalized video annotation
by sketches. Instead of traditional keyframes and keywords, we use line drawings
made by users’ sketching as concise personalized annotations. We show that, ei-
ther users’ simple sketches or simple modification on these sketches automatically
converted from keyframes is intuitive and fast, and can efficiently reduce the gap be-
tween high-level semantics and low-level image features. To structure the organiza-
tion process, we propose a sketch graph wherein gesture-based free-form sketching is
used to efficiently represent the user’s organization intent. The gesture-based sketch-
ing organization is also consistent with the sketch annotation to make a coherent
sketching system.
—Context-aware sketch recommendation. It is desired that, during video organization,
a common user only needs to draw some simple shapes to represent her/his intent
and then the related vido clips with nice sketch annotations can be automatically
recommended. To meet this requirement, we propose a context-aware sketch rec-
ommendation method that can efficiently capture the user’s intent and recommend
related sketch annotations in the database based on the user’s simple drawings. Also
studied is the scalability of the proposed sketch recommendation that makes the
proposed sketching system suitable for a large-scale video database.
We evaluated the sketch representation (both generated sketch annotations and sketch
graphs) for video organization in three user studies in Sections 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5, and
found that: (1) it had a better performance in visualization of organization intent than
keywords and keyframes, (2) it was applicable in those scenarios where the video
annotator and organizer were the same person, and (3) it was more efficient and
took less time in video content organization compared to a mass-market tool Movie
Maker and a state-of-the-art sketch alternative [Ma et al. 2012]. We also evaluated the
proposed context-aware sketch recommendation in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, and showed
that it is more efficient in terms of accuracy and scalability than the state-of-the-art
edgel index method [Cao et al. 2011] and the visual word method [Ma et al. 2012], and
naturally scales to a large database with more than 1 million sketches.
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In the remainder of the article, Section 2 summarizes the related work. The pro-
posed sketch-based approach with detailed implementation is presented in Section 3.
Section 4 presents the experiments and user studies. Finally Section 5 concludes.
2. RELATED WORK
A fewworks have addressed the video organization problem fromdifferent perspectives.
In Das and Liou [1998], each video clip is automatically processed by: (1) detecting
the shot boundary, (2) grouping similar shots into shot groups, and (3) generating
a video table of contents. The purpose of video organization in Das and Liou [1998]
is to achieve a content-based indexing of video archives. In Zhang and Lu [2002],
a video clip is organized into four layers {frame, shot, episode, video program} to
facilitate indexing, browsing, and querying. Similarly, in Zhu et al. [2005] a video clip
is organized into a hierarchy of video contents {keyframe, shot, group, scene, video}
with which hierarchical video browsing and retrieval are integrated for efficient video
access. These works focused on low-level image and video feature processing such as
shot boundary detection and grouping video clips. As a comparison, the presented work
in this article focuses on representing and visualizing the organization structure among
a set of video clips. In order to enable a user to efficiently build such an organization
structure, different from previous works that mainly use the WIMP interaction style,
the interaction style of sketching is considered in this article. Next, we summarize the
related work on video summarization, video annotation, sketching interfaces, sketch
retrieval/recognition, and multimedia authoring.
Video summarization. Video summarization is one of the efficient methods that allow
users to quickly capture video contents. Most video summarization methods extract a
collection of keyframes and display them in some elegant forms. Broadly speaking,
the presentation of extracted keyframes can be classified into two forms [Truong and
Venkatesh 2007]: storyboard or dynamic slideshow. A state-of-the-art dynamic slidshow
work [Correa and Ma 2010; Zhang et al. 2013] emphasized the character’s motion in
video data and composed a matted motion foreground on a panoramic background.
However, the drawback of dynamic slideshow forms is that the user can only view them
passively and may lose the context information between keyframes. For the storyboard
form, both photo-realistic collage [Mei et al. 2008] and a sketch-like schemas [Ma et al.
2012] can be used. For the purpose of video clip organization, sketch-like schemas using
line drawings, flowchart symbols, and texts are better for visualizing and editing the
schematic storyboard layout, without the need to compute the fine details in a realistic
composed image, such as consistent texture and lighting.
Video annotation. Borgo et al. [2011] argue that a good video summarization should
not intend to provide a fully automatic solution, but to provide an efficient tool for com-
municating messages among people. Compared to the automatic video summarization
by shot detection and grouping based on low-level image features, semantic annotation
in video can provide valuable information for video content understanding and help the
user to generate desired video summarization in an interactive way. Video annotation
can be either automatic [Wang and Hua 2011b] or interactive [Ma et al. 2012]. In our
study, due to the possible large variance and diversity of contents in video clips that
need to be organized in an interactive process, we use an interactive video annota-
tion as a preprocess that allows the user to input annotations for facilitating content
understanding and drawing attention from others.
Sketches and sketching interface.When a user inputs semantic annotations in video,
sketches such as hand-drawn figures, symbols (e.g., arrows and links), or handwritten
texts are desired when using modern touch devices such as iPad, smartphones, and
tablet PCs [Ma et al. 2012]. It is natural to provide a sketching interface for the gener-
ation of both sketch annotations and sketch-like schematic storyboards. Sketching has
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been shown a useful tool to naturally express the design/organization intent of users
[Rodgersa et al. 2000]. In the presented work on sketch-based organization of video
clips, our study shows that, during the organization process, the sketching interface
efficiently helps prevent users’ thoughts from being interrupted by excessively switch-
ing among menus, buttons, and keyboard as with most commercial software like Adobe
Premiere Pro and Microsoft Movie Maker.
Sketch retrieval and recognition. To reuse the knowledge in sketch annotations that
users input in video clips, sketch retrieval and recognition are useful for organiza-
tion. Since sketches only capture rough information of video contents, they are usually
incomplete and undergo elastic deformation while remaining perceptually similar. Ac-
cordingly, three classes of techniques have been proposed. The first class segments
sketches into meaningful pieces and then supports a partial matching for sketch recog-
nition (e.g., [Ma et al. 2011; Sun et al. 2012]). The second class builds some interme-
diate shape signatures that can tolerate distortions between similar sketches, such as
the edge index in Cao et al. [2011] and the circular histogram in Liu et al. [2013b].
The third class combines color information with sketches for supporting a large-scale
image search [Sun et al. 2013; Wang and Hua 2011a]. All these previous works mea-
sure the similarity only between a single input sketch and a single sketch/image in
the database. Note that, for sketch annotation, a video clip is usually represented by
several sketches. In this article, different from these previous works, we propose a
context-aware sketch recommendation in which, in addition to sketch similarity, the
contexts of sketches in both video clips and sketched storyboards are also taken into
consideration.
Multimedia authoring. Organization of video material is a key part in multimedia
authoring [Bulterman and Hardman 2005]. Anecdote [Harada et al. 1996] is a classic
multimedia authoring tool that provides various authoring styles to construct a sce-
nario framework for video clips. The Anecdote tool supports an early design process by
enabling users to collect a set of annotated storyboards, connect them with links, and
arrange them in a time sequence. DEMAIS [Bailey et al. 2001] is another interactive
multimedia storyboard that can help users design multimedia applications by using
both ink strokes and textual annotations as an input design vocabulary. DEMAIS en-
ables a user to quickly sketch behavioral design ideas and edit the behavior using an
expressive visual language, similar to the sketch annotations and structure represen-
tation used in our approach. The key difference in our approach is that we use sketch
annotation to capture the semantic meaning in video contents and that we propose
a sketch graph to represent an organization structure which is intuitive to edit and
modify during an interactive organization process.
3. SKETCH-BASED ORGANIZATION OF VIDEO CLIPS
The organization of video clips in the presented study for structuring and managing a
set of video clips to meet a need or to pursue collective goals. In this section, we propose
a sketch-based approach for video organization, with the following two characteristics.
—Visualization of video contents by concise sketches. Video is a typical form of visual
information. At the fine granularity of pixel level, videos always exhibit superfluous
information of shape, color, and texture. In this work we propose to use sketch
annotations (Section 3.1) for a concise visualization of video shots and use a sketch
graph (Section 3.2) for an efficient visualization of organization structures. Based on
the sketch annotation and the sketch graph, a video organization is performed in a
visualization-optimized manner that maps the sketch graph to the user’s perception.
Following the Gestalt law [Kanizsa 1979], here the user’s perception means grouping
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Fig. 1. Three annotation manners in the proposed method. All three examples in (a), (b), and (c) took only a
few seconds in a modest interaction with a user and thus our personalized sketch annotations are efficient.
elementary perceptual elements (sketches) into larger structures (sketch graph) and
understanding the relation among visual stimuli and their perceptions.
—Knowledge organization using sketch graph and sketch recommendation. To re-
flect users’ organization intent, two kinds of knowledge are used in cognitive psy-
chology [Best 1986]: declarative knowledge and procedural knowledge. Declarative
knowledge refers to factual information that is static, which characterizes “knowing
that”. Procedural knowledge, on the other hand, refers to the knowledge of how to
perform/operate a task, which characterizes “knowing how”. In the proposed sketch
graph model (Section 3.2), we use sketch nodes to represent declarative knowledge
and sketching connections to represent procedural knowledge. Thus, the proposed
sketch graph unifies two kinds of knowledge in a single and coherent model. To
support an efficient knowledge reuse of sketch annotations in the video database, a
context-aware sketch recommendation technique (Section 3.3) is proposed to facili-
tate users in efficiently retrieving sketch annotations by means of simple sketches.
3.1. Sketch Annotations
Different from previous works (e.g., [Moxley et al. 2010; Wang et al. 2009]) that use
low-level image features to annotate video clips, our approach uses sketch annotations
that can be efficiently obtained by either users’ simple drawings (Figures 1(a), 1(c), and
2(a)) or a modest modification of nice sketches automatically extracted from keyframes
(Figure 1(b)). The sketch annotations personalized by users’ modest interactions can
efficiently reduce the gaps between high-level semantics and low-level image features
and better characterize the user’s thought on the gist of the video content.
A video clip can be hierarchically decomposed into shots and frames. Accordingly,
three sketching manners are provided in our system for sketch annotations.
(1) When a video clip is browsed frame by frame, the user can directly draw simple
sketches on the frames. The user’s personalized annotations can enrich and extend
the video content from its low-level image features. For example, a user may draw
two hearts pierced by an arrow on the frames of a diamond wedding ring to mean
“love” (Figure 1(a)).
(2) Keyframes are extracted from a video clip and automatically converted into line
drawings [Kang et al. 2007; Yu et al. 2014]. Then the user canmodify these sketches
by means of simple gesture operations. Modest modifications of existing line draw-
ings can alleviate the users’ burden of drawing complex sketches (Figure 1(b)).
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Fig. 2. Some sketch annotations on video clips and video structure represented by sketch annotations,
drawn by Yong-Jin Liu, Cui-Xia Ma c© Yong-Jin Liu, Cui-Xia Ma.
(3) In a preprocessing stage, shots in the video clip are detected. If a shot taken is with
a continuous camera motion, a panoramic image can be generated for this shot
[Irani and Anandan 1998; Mei and Hua 2008]. Then the user can draw sketches
on panoramic images (Figure 1(c)). The panoramic image can provide a large
scale of static background that facilitates easy sketching of the user’s personalized
annotations.
After adding annotations, video clips are represented and retrieved based on the
sketch annotations attached to them (Figure 2(b)). During the interactive organization
process using a sketch graph (Section 3.2), these sketches can aid the indexing, man-
agement, and recommendation of related video clips, based on a context-aware sketch
recommendation technique (Section 3.3).
3.2. Sketch Graph
Interactive organization of video clips is a design process. At an early design phase,
a user may probably have only a rough idea of what she/he is looking for and what
she/he wants. Free-hand sketching has been demonstrated as an efficient tool for com-
municating and recording rough ideas [Rodgersa et al. 2000]. On the other hand, an
intuitive and concise visualization of organization information with video contents can
help the user to efficiently edit and modify the organization. In our study, we propose
a simple and concise form, called sketch graph, that uses a sketch-based storyboard as
a visualization form and integrates connection lines to construct a narrative structure
for organizing video clips.
A sketch graph consists of two parts: sketch nodes and sketching connections.
—Sketch nodes of a sketch graph. Each node is an annotated sketch representing a shot
or a video clip (Figure 2(a)). The arrangement of nodes in an organization canvas
gives an interactive storyboard.
—Sketch connections among sketch nodes. A connection between two nodes represents
certain relations and a sketch connection can be added between any two nodes by the
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Fig. 3. Examples of different connection line types, drawings by Yong-Jin Liu c© Yong-Jin Liu.
Fig. 4. Two examples of the sketch graph without (left) and with (right) the sketching interface. A snapshot
of the sketching system is shown in Figure 7, drawings by Cui-Xia Ma c© Cui-Xia Ma.
user (Figure 3). Different from most previous storyboards that usually use temporal
relations, the sketch connections here can represent any relations, either physically
(e.g., temporal or spatial orders) or logically (e.g., two video clips are both about
sports).
Two examples of the sketch graph are shown in Figure 4. The sketch connections with
sketching activity offer flexible control of the organization intent [Rodgersa et al. 2000]
and can also easily depict nonlinear structures of the organization. Figure 3 shows sev-
eral examples of different types of sketch connections mimicking the flowchart control,
including sequential and jump tracing, as well as conditional and iterative connections.
The sketching connection type can also be tailored to any particular application; for
example, in a house exhibition, using sketch connections as a metaphor, a room layout
can be converted into spatial adjacency relations (Figure 5).
Two kinds of knowledge, namely declarative and procedural, had been used for
memory organization in cognitive psychology [Best 1986]. The sketch graph makes use
of these two kinds of knowledge for organization as follows.
—Declarative knowledge and sketch nodes. Declarative knowledge is some factual in-
formation and often takes the form of a series of related facts. The sketch graph uses
the sketch nodes to represent declarative knowledge. Rich semantic information can
be conveyed with a single sketched drawing; as an old saying goes, “a good picture is
worth a thousand words.” Compared to the representation of keyframes and typed
keywords, sketches behave more like a concept prototype in the human brain [Fu
et al. 2013; Liu et al. 2013a].
—Procedural knowledge and sketch connections. Procedural knowledge consists of the
skills in performing some tasks that is naturally dynamic. Procedural knowledge
is often task dependent and thus is well known to be less general than declara-
tive knowledge [Best 1986]. The sketch graph uses the sketch connections to im-
plicitly represent some procedural knowledge. For example, sketch connections can
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Fig. 5. Convert a metaphor of room layout into spatial adjacency relations indicated by connection lines,
drawings by Cui-Xia Ma c© Cui-Xia Ma.
represent the temporal and spatial relations among sketches that may implicitly rep-
resent procedures such as “plan a visiting path” (the temporal relations in Figure 4,
left) or “navigate to a room in a house” (the spatial relations in Figure 5).
The sketch graph provides the user with a simple and easy-to-use tool for visualizing
and editing an organization structure of video clips.When a user has a rough idea about
the organization, she/he begins to draw some simple sketches for drafting the intent.
Based on the simple sketches drawn by the user, the context-aware recommendation
technique (to be presented in Section 3.3) recommends to the user the best matched
sketch annotations in the database that represent the related video clips. The user can
select sketch annotations as nodes, drag and move them to change their positions in
the sketch graph, and add or delete sketching connections between nodes, all based on
gesture operations. The detailed system implementation is presented in Section 3.4.
3.3. Context-Aware Sketch Recommendation
To offer flexible access to retrieving declarative knowledge in the user’s personalized
sketch annotations, sketch-based retrieval is useful to facilitate the user’s interactive
organization of video clips. Most state-of-the-art sketch-based retrieval methods (e.g.,
[Cao et al. 2011; Sun et al. 2013]) only support ranking and retrieval of images by a
single sketch. In our application scenario, however, the semantic meaning of a sketch
annotation in a video clip is usually subject to the environmental context of that video
clip. For example, the same sketch of a table has different meanings in different
video clips, such as a dinner table in a kitchen video and a workbench in a factory
video. Therefore, a new context-aware method is needed.
In our study, the definition of context consists of two parts: an environmental context
and a relational sketching context.
—The environmental context of a sketch annotation s in a video clip is the set of sketch
annotations other than s in the same video clip. For example, a sketch of a refrigerator
offers an environmental context of a kitchen video for the sketch of a table.
—Assume that a user is drawing a sketch node in an (uncompleted) sketch graph. A
relational sketching context is defined using the uncompleted sketch graph, which
consists of the present state (represented by the sketch node being drawn by the
user) and the previous states (represented by the sketch nodes already existing in
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Table I. Notations Used in Section 3.3
Notation Meaning Notation Meaning
vi a video clip V = {v1, v2, . . . , vn} the set of video clips in database
T (vi) time duration of vi G(t) sketch graph at time t
sij sketch annotation in v j ∈ S(V ) s(t) sketch node at time t
T (sij ) time duration of the shot P(sij , v j |s(t),G(t)) possibility of context-aware
represented by sij recommendation of sij
Cb(r) a disk of radius r at pixel b S(vi) = {s1i, s2i, . . . , snii} the set of sketch annotations in vi
Hb(r) a histogram in Cb(r) at b S(V ) = {S(v1), . . . , S(vn)} all sketch annotations in database
Eb(r) the entropy of Hb(r) pti a part (a 20-vector) in a cluster
PT the set of all parts in S(V ) s(t) = {pt11 , pt12 , . . . , pt1nt } all the parts in s(t)
PT (G(t)) all the parts in G(t) sij = {pt21 , pt22 , . . . , pt2nsij } all the parts in sij
BG a bipartite graph W = {w1, w2, . . . , wr} a vocabulary of visual words wi
the sketch graph). For example, given existing sketches of a wrench and pliers, a
user who is drawing a table may have a large possibility of finding a workbench in a
factory video.
Next we propose a context-aware sketch recommendation method that takes into con-
sideration the environmental contexts in video clips and the relational sketching con-
texts in a sketch graph. Table I summarizes all the notations used in describing this
method.
Denote the set of video clips in a database by V = {v1, v2, . . . , vn}, the sketch annota-
tions in each video clip vi by S(vi) = {s1i, s2i, . . . , snii}, the currently unfinished sketch
graph (at time t) drawn by the user so far by G(t), and the current (possibly unfin-
ished) sketch node drawn by the user by s(t). Sketch annotations similar to s(t) are
recommended to the user from S(V ) = {S(v1), S(v2), . . . , S(vn)}.
Feature extraction in sketch sij . A sketch is a black-and-white binary image. At each
black pixel b ∈ sij , a histogram Hb(r) is formed in a circular region Cb(r) of radius r.
The circle Cb(r) is partitioned into 20 circular bins and each bin k in Hb(r) records the
number of black pixels fallen into that bin.We choose such a circular histogram because
sketches are usually inaccurate and repeated sketches of the same shape frequently
have local distortions like angular squeezing or stretching, thus only using the radial
information makes the feature representation insensitive to such angular variations.
This has been demonstrated useful in sketch retrieval [Liu et al. 2013b]. The image
features may have large variability in scale. We use Kadir and Brady’s method [Kadir
and Brady 2001] to compute the entropy Eb(r) of Hb(r). By increasing the radius r in
Cb(r), the scale for b is determined at the local maxima of Eb(r). For each black pixel b
with a scale r and a histogram Hb(r), we further use Kadir and Brady’s [2001] method
to compute a saliency for b with appropriate scale normalization. Finally, we choose
N = 100 circular regions Cb(r) with the highest saliency as the features for that sketch.
Shape representation in sketch sij . Motivated by the success of part-based image
categorization [Fei-Fei et al. 2006; Zhao et al. 2011], we represent each sketch sij using
a small set of parts, where each part is a local cluster of some features in the sketch.
Given N = 100 features in the sketch, we use affinity propagation [Frey and Dueck
2007] to classify the features into optimal clusters in which the number of clusters is
automatically and optimally determined. Each cluster represents a part pti expressed
as a 20-vector pti = 1m
∑m
k=1 Hbk(rk), where m is the number of features (at pixels bk,
k = 1,2, . . . ,m) fallen into that cluster. For any two parts pti and ptj , their similarity is
given by pti · (ptj)T . Usually sketches of different complexities can have parts varying
from 2 to 10; some examples are illustrated in Figure 6.
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Fig. 6. Part representation of sketches shown in Figure 2(a).
Context-aware recommendation. At an artificial time t, a user is drawing a sketch
node s(t) in a sketch graph G(t). We use the following context-aware matching scheme
to recommend some most related sketches sij in S(V ) for s(t) such that the shape
parts in sij match shape parts in s(t) and the video clip v j containing sij matches the
gist of G(t). To do this, we rank all the sketches sij in S(V ) by assigning a possibility
P(sij, v j |s(t),G(t)), which means that, if a user sketches a graph G(t) and is currently
drawing a sketch node s(t), the possibility of the user’s desired sketch being sij in a video
clip is v j . We sort all the sketches sij in S(V ) using P(sij, v j |s(t),G(t)) in a descending
order and the top-k sketches in S(V ) are recommended to the user for replacing s(t).
Ranking with P(sij, v j |s(t),G(t)) equals to ranking with P(sij, v j, s(t),G(t)) and we use
Bayes rule P(sij, v j, s(t),G(t)) = P(s(t),G(t)|sij, v j)P(sij |v j)P(v j), where P(v j) = 1n, for
all j in V = {v1, v2, . . . , vn}. Denote the time durations of the shot represented by sij and
the video clip v j by T (sij) and T (v j), respectively. Then P(sij |v j) = T (sij )T (v j ) . To compute
P(s(t),G(t)|sij, v j), we propose to use a weighted bipartite graph matching that has the
following characteristics.
—The weighting scheme takes the context information in G(t) and v j into account.
—The bipartite graph matching allows a partial matching. So it is particularly suitable
for matching an s(t) that is drawn only partially and incompletely.
Each sketch is represented by some parts and let PT be the set of all parts in all
sketches S(V ). Every part pti ∈ PT does not have the same weight for describing
sketches. We apply again the affinity propagation to classify the parts in PT into an
optimal set of clusters. Each cluster represents a visual word wi and all visual words
form a vocabulary W = {w1, w2, . . . , wr} in which each word wi represents all parts
fallen into the cluster of that word. Now let s(t) and sij be represented by its parts
s(t) = {pt11 , pt12 , . . . , pt1nt} and sij = {pt21 , pt22 , . . . , pt2nsij }. For each part pt
1
r ∈ s(t), we
assign a weight h1r based on G(t). Let PT (G(t)) be all the parts in G(t). Initially, h
1
i = 1
for all i. Then, for each pti ∈ PT (G(t)), if pti and pt1r relate to the same word, then h1r is
increased by one. This means that, if G(t) has more parts fallen into the same cluster
of pt1r in the vocabulary W , then pt
1
r will have a larger weight. Similarly, we assign a
weight h2k based on v j for each part pt
2
k ∈ sij . Due to sketch inaccuracy and possible
incompleteness, the part number nt in s(t) may not equal the part number nsij in sij .
Without loss of generality, let nsij ≥ nt. We construct a bipartite graph BG with nodes
s(t)
⋃
sij , and there is an edge e = (pt1r , pt2k ) between any node pt1r ∈ s(t) and any node
pt2k ∈ sij , with weight h1r h2k pt1r · (pt2k )T . The maximum weight matching in BG can be
found in O(n3sij ). We set P(s(t),G(t)|sij, v j) to be the maximum weight in BG.
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Fig. 7. A prototype system implemented in a display-integrated tablet (TOSHIBA PORTEGE M400).
Scalability. To make our context-aware sketch recommendation useful in a large-
scale database with millions of sketches, we propose the following preprocessing and
indexing scheme. It was shown in Fei-Fei et al. [2006] that four parts are sufficient
to distinguish the type of an image of roughly 300 × 200 pixels from 101 categories
of 9145 images. Their tested image database was later extended to 256 categories of
30607 real images. Accordingly, we choose to use two significant parts from the user’s
sketch s(t) and use a vocabulary size of 1000 (i.e., 1000 visual words in a vocabulary
where each visual word represents a cluster of parts) for a database of millions of
sketches. Usually, the sketch graph G(t) has a few to tens of sketch nodes and we use
a quantized weight in five levels (20, 40, 60, 80, 100) assigned to the two significant
parts of a user’s sketch s(t), that is, if the original weight is w, we choose the closest
weight in (20, 40, 60, 80, 100) as its quantized weight. Then the number of all the
patterns of two parts from 1000 visual words and with weights chosen from quantized
weights is ( 10002 ) × 52. During preprocessing, we match each pattern to the database
and build an index structure that stores the top-100 matched sketches. Given that each
sketch’s ID in the database uses 3 bytes for indexing, the size of the indexing structure
is ( 10002 )×52 ×100×3 bytes ≈ 3.7GB, which can be preloaded in a common server. Note
that each visual word is a 20-vector in which each element is a single-precision floating
point taking 4 bytes. Then the file size of the vocabulary is 1000×20×4 bytes ≈ 80KB.
During the online recommendation, parts are extracted from the user’s sketch s(t)
and weighted by the sketch graph G(t). These parts are sorted by weight values and the
two parts with largest weights are chosen as significant parts. Their weights are fur-
ther quantized according to five levels. Given the two significant parts with quantized
weights, we look up the index structure and find the top-100 matched sketches in the
database. The recommended order of these 100 matched sketches is further updated
by using the full set of parts in s(t) with their original (unquantized) weights.
Context-aware sketch recommendation provides a flexible tool for the user’s inter-
active organization of video clips. When a user sketches her/his thought about video
content, the most similar annotated sketches in S(V ) will be recommended to the user,
based on the context information in G(t) and v j . The user can choose one of recom-
mended sketches, or keep drawing until the desired sketch appears.
3.4. Implementation
The modules of sketch annotation and interactive organization using sketching-graph-
and context-aware sketch recommendation are integrated into a consistent and efficient
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Fig. 8. Accuracy evaluation of three sketch recommendation/retrieval methods: the context-aware method,
the edgel index method [Cao et al. 2011], and the visual word method [Ma et al. 2012]. It was observed that
the proposed context-aware method had the best accuracy. For details see Section 4.1.
platform with a sketching interface for user-adaptive organization of video clips. We
implemented such a prototype system in the C# platform and tested it with a display-
integrated tablet (Figure 7). Operations on annotations and sketch graph construction
with context-aware sketch recommendation are all supported by direct manipulation
of gesture commands. Our system focuses on the creation of sketch annotation and
narrative structure of the sketch graph. This focus helps to reduce the number of
possible interpretations available at the gesture recognition and parsing steps. To
support fluid sketching operations, we use Rubine’s features [Rubine 1991] to parse
single-stroke inputs. Three types of gestures are used in the system:
—basic file operations: New, Save, Clear;
—drawing operations: Ellipse, Rectangle, Loop, Linkage arrows;
—editing operations: Select, Delete, Insert.
To avoid conflicts between making gestural commands and making drawings, a combi-
nation of holding and sketching is used to delineate gesture operations from drawing
operations.
4. EXPERIMENTS AND USER STUDIES
4.1. Accuracy Evaluation of the Basic Context-Aware Sketch Recommendation Method
We compare the proposed context-aware sketch recommendation with two state-of-the-
art sketch-based retrieval methods: the edgel index method [Cao et al. 2011] and the
visual word method [Ma et al. 2012]. Five classes of video clips were selected, each
class with 4 to 6 video clips. Each class contains a similar object, such as a flag or a car,
but the video clips in each class have different environmental contexts, for example,
a car in a garage or driving a car on the street. In each video clip, sketch annotations
were obtained by auto-extracting line drawings from keyframes followed by the user’s
simple modification. In total, there were 24 video clips and 452 sketch annotations.
To perform context-aware sketch recommendation, a user was allowed to draw 1
to 2 sketches as the relational sketching context. Then the user drew a sketch and
similar video clips were recommended. Three users were invited and each was asked
to search three video clips in five classes. Before performing the search test, all the
users watched all the video clips and all the sketch annotations. For the edgel index
and visual word methods, we assigned the same weights to the context sketches and
the searching sketch, while the retrieved videos were ranked by summing up the index
values obtained separately from the context sketches and the searching sketch. The
performance results including MAP, NDCG@1, 3, 5, 10 are shown in Figure 8, in which
the results were averaged over three users and three search performances of each user.
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Fig. 9. Scalability performance comparison of our context-aware method with the indexing scheme and the
edgel index method in a large-scale database with 1.1 millions of sketches. When the rank K is larger than
100, our context-aware method generally has better search performance than the edgel index method. For
details, see Section 4.2.
These results show that our context-aware sketch recommendation achieves the best
accuracy.
4.2. Scalability in Specific Video Search Using Context-Aware Sketch Recommendation
In this experiment, the performance of finding a target video clip in a large-scale
database using sketches was evaluated for the three methods described in Section 4.1.
Twelve students were recruited to manually download video clips from six popular
Chinese-language video sharing sites1, each of which downloaded 50 to 60 video clips
per day in 15 days. Ten thousand video clips were downloaded from the Internet and
each video clip had a time length of 2 to 5 minutes. The experimental collection consists
of 10780 unique videos after removing duplicates. Keyframes were auto-extracted from
these video clips and converted into sketches by applying the CLD method [Kang et al.
2007] in the saliency regions. In total, there are 1.1 millions of sketches in the database
and each video clip corresponds to 50 to 150 sketches.
To perform search in this large-scale database, six users were invited. Each user
randomly chose 10 video clips and watched their sketch annotations. Then each user
performed 10 search tasks. For each search task, each user drew 1 to 2 relational context
sketches and drew a sketch to search the desired video clip using the three methods
detailed in Section 4.1. First, we compare the response time of search using these
three methods. For one search task, on a PC (Intel(R) Core(TM) 920 CPU 2.67 GHz,
6GB memory) running Windows 7, the response time of our method with the indexing
scheme is 1.32s on average. As a comparison, the response times of the edgel index
[Cao et al. 2011] and visual word [Ma et al. 2012] methods are on average 72s and
904s, respectively. These results show that our method is quite suitable for use in an
interactive operation and that the visual word method had a very poor scalability. Then
we further compare the performance of search results from two scalable methods: our
method with the indexing scheme and the edgel index method. We follow Cao et al.
[2011] in using “Hit Rate @K” as a measurement. “Hit Rate @K” is the proposition of
all the search tasks that rank the target video in the top-k search results averaged over
all users. The results are presented in Figure 9, which shows that, when k is larger
than 100, our method generally has better performance than the edgel index method.
1http://www.youku.com/; http://tv.sohu.com/; http://www.iqiyi.com/; http://v.qq.com/; http://www.letv.com/;
http://www.56.com/.
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Fig. 10. One example of video organization using three forms by a user. The right drawing by Cui-Xia Ma
c© Cui-Xia Ma.
4.3. Comparison of Three Visualization Forms for Video Organization
Our proposed sketch graph method uses a visualization form of a sketched storyboard
for video organization. Traditionally, keyframes and keywords have been two popular
forms for video organization. In the work Ma et al. [2012], the three forms, namely
sketches, keyframes, and keywords, are compared and the results showed that sketches
have their own advantage. In this study, we further compare three combinatorial forms:
(1) sketch graphs in terms of line drawings plus hand-written texts, (2) tiled keyframes
with keywords, and (3) keyframes and keywords with sketch connections similar to
those in sketch graphs.
Sixteen participants were recruited from the University of Chinese Academy of Sci-
ences, including 9 females and 7 males. Their ages ranged from 20 to 25. They had
different majors and varying computer skills. Five different video clips were provided
to them, whose lengths ranged from 30s to 500s. The participants were randomly di-
vided into two groups of equal size. One group, the organizers, were asked to organize
these video clips using three different forms. One example is presented in Figure 10.
The other group, the evaluators, were asked to rate the resulting video content organi-
zation using a variant of the ITU-R 5-point rating labeled as “excellent”, “good”, “fair”,
“poor”, and “bad”, recorded on a numeric scale from 5 to 1. At the end of the user study,
an informal interview conducted with the participants regarding their feedback on the
different organization forms.
We collected the participants’ evaluation results and averaged the scores over five
clips. The mean scores are presented in Figure 11. They show that the sketch graphs
in terms of line drawings plus hand-written texts have the highest scores. A repeated-
measure ANOVA was conducted and the results show that the main effect of different
organization forms is significant, F(2,14) = 67, p < 0.01.
—There was significant difference between the form (1) (i.e., sketch graphs in terms of
line drawings plus hand-written texts, M = 4.1, SD = 0.24) and the form (2) (i.e.,
tiled keyframes with keywords, M = 2.7, SD = 0.21).
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Fig. 11. Mean scores from eight evaluators for three visualization forms, averaged over five different video
clips. We observe that sketch graphs are consistently preferred over traditional representations such as
keyframes and/or keywords. For details, see Section 4.3.
—There was significant difference between the form (1) (i.e., sketch graphs in terms of
line drawings plus hand-written texts, M = 4.1, SD = 0.24) and the form (3) (i.e.,
keyframes and keywords with sketch connections similar to those in sketch graphs,
M = 3.0, SD = 0.26), p < 0.01).
Based on the results of the informal interviews, 88% of participants (14 of 16) thought
that the sketch graph provided a good visualization for video content organization.
They thought that the sketches were clear and concise, without interruption from the
redundant textural and color information in the keyframes.
4.4. A User Study on Potential Application Scenarios
Three potential application scenarios of the proposed sketch-based approach were stud-
ied in this user study and the potential users were targeted as those with amateur
interest in media and having a little bit of free time, such as university students or
retirees.
—Scenario 1. Scenario 1 is where the video maker, the video annotator, and the video
organizer are the same person.
—Scenario 2. In this scenario, the video maker is one person, while the video annotator
and organizer comprise the other.
—Scenario 3. In Scenario 3, the video maker, the video annotator, and the video orga-
nizer are different people.
Participants. Twenty-one participants from Southwest Jiaotong University took part
in the study, including 10 females and 11 males. Their ages were all in the 20 to 30
range. They were from different majors and had different backgrounds: seven were
good at computer science, eight were good at mechanical design, and six were good at
art painting. According to the questionnaires returned by the participants, they also
had different skill levels in video editing and multimedia authoring: six had experience
of more than 30 hours and the others had no experience.
Experiment description. A briefing about the questionnaire survey was first pre-
sented to all participants. Then a demo video, including two parts, was shown to the
participants: Part 1 to show how to annotate video using sketches and Part 2 to il-
lustrate how to use sketch graph and context-aware sketch recommendation for video
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Fig. 12. The percentage of 21 participants who gave “yes” for the nine items in the questionnaire for
three scenarios. The results show that the proposed sketch-based video organization is more applicable to
Scenarios 1 and 2 than in Scenario 3. For details, see Section 4.4.
content organization. After showing the demo, participants filled in the questionnaire
with the three forms corresponding to the three scenarios.
Results. There were nine items in the questionnaire that required judgement by
either “yes” or “no” answer. They are: Item 1 (sketch annotations are useful for video
organization), Item 2 (sketching interface is appropriate formaking annotation), Item 4
(the sketch retrieval resultsmade by context-aware recommendation are useful), Item 5
(sketching interface is appropriate for video organization), Item 6 (understanding nar-
rative structure in sketch graph is easy), Item 7 (sketch graph is useful for video orga-
nization), Item 8 (sketch graph is simple for video organization), Item 9 (sketch graph
is intuitive for video organization), and Item 10 (sketch graph is efficient for video orga-
nization). These items were set to characterize the three features in the sketch-based
approach: Items 1 and 2 for sketch annotation, Item 4 for context-aware sketch recom-
mendation, and Items 5 to 10 for sketch graph organization. We sort the order of the
three scenarios using the percentage of participants who answered “yes” (Figure 12).
—Scenario 1. The nine Items except for Item 4 received the maximum number of “yes”.
—Scenario 2. The Items 4 and 10 received the maximum number of “yes”. Item 10 had
the same number of “yes” as in Scenario 1.
—Scenario 3. All the nine items received the minimum number of “yes”.
—If we consider that the percentage of participants who gave “yes” is a random variable
P in the three scenarios, then the results can be summarized as follows. The main
effect of the sketch-based approach in the three scenarios was significant, F(2,16) =
33.94, p < 0.01. The pairwise comparisons with LSD correction showed that:
—There was significant difference between Scenario 1 (M = 88.7%, SD = 6.3%) and
Scenario 3 (M = 62.2%, SD = 12.1%), p < 0.01.
—There was significant difference between Scenario 2 (M = 82.0%, SD = 13.5%)
and Scenario 3 (M = 62.2%, SD = 12.1%), p < 0.01.
—There was no significant difference between Scenario 1 (M = 88.7%, SD = 6.3%)
and Scenario 2 (M = 82.0%, SD = 13.5%), p = 0.082.
To compare the effect of organization with sketches to those with texts and video
frames, there were two items in the questionnaire that needed participants to choose
from texts, sketches, and frames. The results were as follows.
—Item 3 (which is better for annotated video contents).
—In Scenario 1, seven participants (33%) chose texts, 13 participants (62%) chose
sketches, and one participant (5%) chose frames.
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—In Scenario 2, eight participants (38%) chose texts, 10 participants (48%) chose
sketches, and three participants (14%) chose frames.
—In Scenario 3, fifteen participants (71%) chose texts, two participants (10%) chose
sketches, and four participants (19%) chose frames.
—Item 11 (which is better for visualizing video contents in organization).
—In Scenario 1, three participants (14%) chose texts, 12 participants (57%) chose
sketches, and six participants (29%) chose frames.
—In Scenario 2, four participants (19%) chose texts, 10 participants (48%) chose
sketches, and seven participants (33%) chose frames.
—In Scenario 3, ten participants (48%) chose texts, five participants (24%) chose
sketches, and six participants (28%) chose frames.
We conclude that the proposed sketch-based video organization method is more
applicable in Scenarios 1 and 2 than in Scenario 3.
4.5. Efficiency of Sketch-Based Video Organization
To evaluate the efficiency of the proposed approach using the sketch graph, a user
study was conducted for interactive organizations of video clips, with comparison to
the following three representative approaches.
—Organization with physical paper and pen. This method fully exploits naturality of
users’ daily behavior but nothing related to a computer technique.
—Organization with the two-layer Scene Structure Graph (SSG) [Ma et al. 2012]. This
is a state-of-the-art video authoring and organization method that exploits a natural
interface between human sketching behaviors and computer programs.
—Organization with Microsoft Movie Maker software. Movie Maker is a simple and
popular software with WIMP interface that has easy and convenient access to video
processing and editing.
Participants and experiment description. Thirty-two individuals including 20 fe-
males and 12 males, aged from 20 to 30, were recruited to participate in the user
study. These participants were from the University of Chinese Academy of Sciences,
Tsinghua University, and Beihang University, whose majors included computer sci-
ence, mathematics, biology, and psychology. The participants were randomly divided
into four groups, eight participants for each. Each group was required to implement
the tasks mentioned shortly using one of the four following methods: (1) pen-and-paper
method, (2) two-layer Scene Structure Graph (SSG) [Ma et al. 2012], (3) Movie Maker
software, and (4) the proposed sketch-based approach (sketch graph, for short).
Task description. Given a set of 20 video clips whose lengths varied from 30s to
500s, participants were asked to find out the useful ones and organize them into two
navigation paths (Tasks 1 and 2). We also asked participants to integrate these two
different navigation paths into one by reusing the previous organizations (Task 3). In
the testing set of 20 video clips, there were seven video clips showing different places
in the Beijing Olympic Sports Center area and five video clips showing different rooms
of an apartment. Based on this testing video set, we gave the following three tasks.
—Task 1. This consisted of organizing a tour path inside the Beijing Olympic Sports
Center area. For example, the user can design a tour path from the bird nest to the
water cube through the National Indoor Stadium.
—Task 2. In this task, the user must organize a visiting path to walk through all
the rooms in an apartment. For example, the visiting path can be from livingroom,
bedroom, kitchen, to bathroom.
—Task 3. Task 3 is that of integrating the two different paths in Tasks 1 and 2 into
one with up to ten sketch nodes in the integration; that is, some sketch nodes in the
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Fig. 13. Performance comparison of different methods in (a) video content organization and (b) reusing
existing organization structures. The results show that the sketch graph method is more efficient than
the traditional pen-and-paper method, the method using a mass-market tool Movie Maker, and the SSG
sketching method [Ma et al. 2012]. For details, see Section 4.5.
original two sketch graphs had to be deleted. For example, the path can be from the
bird nest to the water cube, then to visit the apartment by walking through some
rooms, and finally to the National Indoor Stadium.
All the tasks were performed in TOSHIBA PORTEGE M400, which is a display-
integrated tablet (Intel(R) Core(TM)2 T7200 2.00 GHz) running atWindow 7 (Figure 7).
One hour’s training and practice session for using the four methods was taken with a
tutorial before the test.
Experimental results. The spent time (mean and deviation) of completing Tasks 1, 2,
and 3 for the four groups using four different methods are summarized in Figure 13(a),
which shows that the proposed sketch graph method had the least spent time. A one-
way ANOVA method was used and the results showed that the main effect of the
different methods was significant, F(3,28) = 17.96, p < 0.01.
—There was significant difference between the pen-and-paper method (M = 63.1Mins,
SD = 9.5) and sketch graph method (M = 34.3 Mins, SD = 5.7), p < 0.01.
—There was significant difference between the Movie Maker (M = 51.4 Mins, SD =
9.3) and sketch graph method (M = 34.3 Mins, SD = 5.7), p < 0.01.
—There was significant difference between the SSG method [Ma et al. 2012] (M =
43.9 Mins, SD = 7.5) and sketch graph method (M = 34.3 Mins, SD = 5.7), p < 0.05.
Efficiency of reusing existing organization structures is also important in any organi-
zation method. We further made a comparison of spent times in Movie Maker, SSG,
and sketch graph methods based on Task 3. The results of spent time using three dif-
ferent methods are summarized in Figure 13(b). The results show that the proposed
sketch graph method had the least spent time. A one-way ANOVA test was used and
the results showed that the main effect of different methods for changing visiting order
was significant, F(2,21) = 44.20, p < 0.01. In particular, the results of the pairwise
comparisons with LSD correction showed the following.
—There was significant difference between Movie Maker (M = 12.6 Mins, SD = 2.4)
and sketch graph methods (M = 4.0 Mins, SD = 1.1), p < 0.01.
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Fig. 14. Difference between (a) sketch retrieval in SSG [Ma et al. 2012] and; (b) context-aware sketch
recommendation in the sketch graph.
—There was significant difference between the SSG method (M = 7.4 Mins, SD = 1.8)
and sketch graph method (M = 4.0 Mins, SD = 1.1), p < 0.01.
The experiment results of performance in Tasks 1, 2, and 3 (Figure 13) show that
the proposed sketch graph method is more efficient (i.e., has less spent time) than
the traditional pen-and-paper method, the classic Movie Maker software, and the SSG
method [Ma et al. 2012]. Since both the proposed sketch graph method and the SSG
method use sketches for annotation, recommendation, and organization, they are worth
comparing so as to make explanations as to why our sketch graph method is better
than SSG. There are possibly two reasons.
—SSG uses a two-layer structure: one layer is for visualization and the other is for
organization. When a user constructs and changes the order of elements in SSG,
she/he has to frequently switch between these two layers. As a comparison, our
sketch graph method unifies these two layers into one by designing sketch nodes
for declarative knowledge and sketching connections for procedural knowledge. The
performance of Task 3, summarized in Figure 13(b), demonstrates the efficiency of
the one-layer representation in our sketch graph method.
—The recommendation in SSG relies solely on the sketch similarity. As a comparison,
our sketch graph method uses a context-aware sketch recommendation that can
better capture the user’s intent and is more accurate.
One example demonstrating the inefficiency in SSG sketch recommendation is shown
in Figure 14(a): when a user drew a partial sketch on an unfinished SSG canvas,
the system recommended a diverse set of sketches (in which some were far from the
user intent) without taking the unfinished SSG into account. As a comparison, as
shown in Figure 14(b), when a user drew a partial sketch, the context-aware system
recommended sketches by taking sketch similarity, the content of the unfinished sketch
graph, and the content of video clips into consideration, and thus the recommended
results were more accurate than those of SSG recommendation.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
In this article a sketch-based method is proposed that allows users to explore quickly
and naturally their creative but rough ideas in video organization. The proposed
method uses sketch annotations to enrich and extend the semantic knowledge in-
herent in video clips through modest user interaction. Using annotated sketches as
building blocks, users can organize video clips in a sketch graph by searching an-
notated sketches and combining these sketches in a structural form using different
types of connection lines. For facilitating users to efficiently use annotated sketches,
a context-aware sketch recommendation technique is suggested and incorporated into
the proposed method. All the operations in the proposed method are based on gestures
in a sketching interface. Experiments and user studies were performed and the results
showed that the proposed sketch-based method offers a promising tool for facilitating
users to efficiently organize video clips with an intuitive and natural interaction.
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